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When Cash Mayson was forced to choose between the love of his life and his unborn child, he

knew exactly what he had to do, no matter how broken it left him. When Lilly Donovan was forced to

accept that the guy she loved wasn't who she thought he was and became a single mother, she

knew exactly what she had to do, proving just how strong she was. What happens when you find

out years later that everything you thought you knew was a lie? Can two people who once loved

each other overcome the obstacles that are thrown at them and fall in love all over again? Contains

mature themes.
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I think I am a fan of Ms. Reynolds. I'm not sure. I really liked Until November. And then Until Trevor

seemed a bit repetitive but somewhat of a plot. This one seems written by a first timer and is all over

the place. This had a great premise but just failed to coherently connect the dots. There was no

drama leading up to a reunion. Just a chance meeting, which by the way is so implausible based on

the fact that she lives in Alaska with her parents and just happens to end up in the same place as

Cash. Then it's oh well I guess it was just a misunderstanding and now we are back together.

Seriously?? That's it? Game over. One chapter. Done. Except we have to throw in the crazy ex

which no one on this earth would believe is plausible. Lilly loses her job based on some wackjob

acting job by this person and doesn't have a change to explain to her boss? That's stupid. And then

Lilly apparently goes to jail for a week over some weird plot about some fraud? It's all so stupid and

makes absolutely no sense. All of these books are really lacking in the bad guy department. They



are lame and no person in their right mind would go along or behave in any way as a response to

this stuff. I'm not sure what has happened here but there seems to be a backward slide. These

books are getting worse and not better.

Overall Opinion: This was better than I thought it would be. To be honest, some of the reviews I

read really turned me off of this -- but I am really happy that I tried out the audiobook and gave it a

shot! I actually liked it so much that I downloaded the ebook because the little bit of the audiobook I

got wasn't enough! I enjoyed it. I think that some of the OW drama was a little OTT, so that was the

main reason for my deduction of the .25 points ;)**See Goodreads.com/NMmomof4 for my full

review with spoilers**Brief Summary of the Storyline: This is Lilly and Cash's story. They meet one

day in a coffee shop, and Cash knows instantly that she is his "one" (or boom) and pursues her.

They have a whirlwind romance, but it is cut short when Cash finds out that a woman from his past

is pregnant with his child. They are separated, and when they are reunited Cash is shocked to find

out that Lilly had his daughter. They work to get over past wrongs and blend their new families

together as their feelings for one another had never changed. There is a good bit of ex drama, but

they do get a HEA in the end.POV: This alternated between Lilly and Cash's POV.Overall Pace of

Story: Good. I never skimmed, and I thought it flowed well.Instalove: No. They take a while to

develop feelings, but those feeling return right away when reunited.H rating: 4 stars. Cash. I felt

really bad for the situation he was in with his ex, and I liked him and the Dad he was to his

children.h rating: 4 stars. Lilly. I liked her, but I did wish that she made the H work a little harder

when they are reunited (even though the H wasn't at fault).Sadness level: Low. No tissues

needed.Push/Pull: YesHeat level: Moderate. They have some good scenes, but it doesn't take away

from the storyline.Descriptive sex: YesOW/OM drama: YesSex scene with OW or OM: NoCheating:

NoSeparation: YesClosure: This had a great jump ahead epilogue with a HEA ending.How I got it: I

got the audiobook with my scribed subscription, and I ended up paying the $3.99 on  for the ebook.

This was another great stort, this Mayson brother gets his second chance at love with his "boom".

Cash is the perfect man (I feel like a broken record with these Mayson brothers lol). He is strong,

handsome, sexy, protective, fun, loyal and he loves with all that he has. Lilly is a very lucky woman

in getting to fall in love twice with Cash (not that she ever fell out of love with him). With everything

she has been through, her strength never wavered and she ended out on top and with the love of

her life and her children. This was a great story and continuation to the series. I missed having the

other brothers around because they all bring something special to the story with their personalities



and quirks. I fell in love with little Jax and Ashlyn and loved the epilogue (in all of the books)

because we got to see a glimpse of the future when they are all grown up.I cant wait to read about

Nico and the lucky lady who captures his heart. He has been the quiet one in all the books and you

dont get to see him much. You do see him interact more in this story than all the others and can tell

that when he falls it will be hard - he doesnt seem the type that cracks easily.
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